Abstract -We present an algorithm of low complexity which determines exactly the optimal predictor for the model of order preserving distributions on a large class of trees. No closed formula for this problem exists.
Let T = (T,<) be a finite rooted tree and consider the model P of all distributions over the nodes of T which respect the ordering ( P E P means P ( a ) 5 P(b) whenever a 5 bhence the root has minimal, the leaves maximal probability).
For the unique optimal predictor P* E P , suppEp D(PIIP*) is minimal among all distributions in P . It is our goal to determine P* exactly -this then can be used as a base for coding with minimal redundancy via the "-In P*(a)-map".
Presently, results in this direction (exact rather than numerical or asymptotic results) are somewhat sporadic. The starting point of exact results of the type here considered is Ryabko [ l ] . The author, jointly with Peter Harremoes, has pointed to exact results for Bernoulli sources, cf. [3] . In [2] numerical methods are indicated, but based on the same theoretical reasoning as here (and with some associated exact results, not stated there). As a distant goal we mention the possibility to base asymptotically optimal prediction for, say Bernoulli sources on exact prediction results.
Our concern here is a case-study: No side information, models defined via a tree structure on the basic alphabet, taken finite. Even so, the problem is complicated and to further simplify, we limit the discussion: For a sequence k = (Ll,. . . ,Ln) of natural numbers, T = T[k] denotes the rooted tree with IC1 branches emerging from the root, with kz branches emerging from each node in level 1 etc. until IC, nodes emerging from each node in level n -1. Trees of this type have uniform branching and k is the branching pattern. consists of the actzve anchors, nodes a for which the uniform distribution over {blb 2 a} contributes to the optimal predictor (i.e., the uniform distribution has positive weight in the unique convex combination representing P*). For the two first examples, u ( T ) = T but for the last one, there is an inactive node. This phenomenon accounts for the contra-intuitive feature that nodes in different levels may have the same weight.
Once known, it is easy to calculate P* exactly.
then a ( T ) = T , and the tree is balanced. The case IC1 = . . . = L, = 1 then essentially is Ryabko's result, [I] .
For the general tree T = T[k] we base the analysis on the quantities Tz,3, N,, [i, j] , at, a, and U defined as follows: Tz,l) = IIi+,kt (with special cases T ( i , i) = 1 and T ( i , n + 1) = 0),
The key difficulty is the determination of a ( T ) .
(with iL = ulna), a, = n, to all nodes in the levels a%, . . . , a2+1 -1. Here, Z is a normalization factor. A special structure guarantees that the algorithm is of low complexity. In fact, the maximal number of comparisons necessary (to determine the a's) is 2n -3 for any branching pattern of length n. The author looks forward to present orally facts about the algorithm which, more understandable than by a series of definitions and formulas as here, will reveal the true nature of the algorithm. As we shall see, this depends on a set of combinatorial identities.
